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ABSTRACT
Nineteen students, ranging in age from 8 to 18,

. served as subjects in an investigation of the effect of an
individualized reading tutorial program on' the locds of control (LOC)
and locus of evaluation (LOE). of chifdren with reading disabilities.
Over a 12-week period, the subjects received from 24"to 60 50-minute
sessions of individualized reading tut6ring. An ID test, a
standardized reading test, a locus of evaluation/control scale, and a
locus of control scale ware used for pretesting and posttesting. The
results suggested that the disabled readers varied' in levels of LO
and LOE, that they increased in reading accuracy as .they became 'ore
internally controlled, and. that their reading comptehension was
re4ted to LOC.,Seither LOE nor LOC increased significantly over, the
ceriod of individualized instruction. (FL)
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The purpose of th a study-wa,s to examine the, effect of,

0/
individualized reading tutorial piogram on the 1.0A118

. .a

of control and 166us pf evaluaiion "451 children with

.reading disabilities. The general,hypophesis that

.there sitylCant relationship the-r*ndinv.
1

abilityand-locuti of. ,control, as well as /locus of."

"evaluation, of disabled ,readers. In addition, it was°

A./assumed that locus of "controls anaor locus-of evalugtten,

qt.

would tenor .to- be more igternal as tn*subjects were

. individually tutored: and rgotivated toward successin

reading. Results suggest that disabled readers vary in

levels of.LOC and LOE; they increase in reading. accuracy

a$ they-bTeome..more internally control', 4; and their'
i .

.:. reading comprehension ics related_tb 1.0d:.' Neithei,r LOE
A.., ' . ..

nor LOC increased significantly over ttre 12 -week program

of individualized instruction. v
v

vr7
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t
The 'Effect. Individual Reading

:on Locus Of, control and Locui of

Instriiction

Evaluation

.

!,(4

Literacy in America has-beCome an

to educators in this decade. Readi g

issue ;of great toncitn..

isibillties'are found

at all ages and across sOcdo-SConom ategp The magni-
el%

ore-7-

tude of this .problem is SitOaalaed.in ssr4MateafOat. from
.

. ,. .

three to fiye percent of the
..

sehoolage population have
.

-. ' , ,

serious reading problems (Wilson, 1977,,4).- -

k-. a 1

. Marious "causes" ofralgdisabilities have been

(identified. Among these, 'aff ctive. elements of indiiidual
,.,

development have long been recognized'arinfluenciag reading

achieveorent (Ekwall, 1973, 1976; Stauffer, 19*7). For

example'a positive significant relationship- exists between
7.... . . .

.

.

. I

readiTtg achievement and self -concept, ..i.e. a person'-e°19er7-
--,

eption of himself and his role his environment. A,periton!s

,perception of his role in' his. environment Part. de7
-4!

pendent ot two personality conseructs locus of. control. (LOC),

and locus of evaluation (LOX) 1963')x.

.

Locus-9f control Is of particular interest because t has

been noted as one of the. non - cognitive faCtorsrsigniican ly .

affecting learning,abilities (McWilliams & McWilliams,

175). And al gh the relationship .between instructional

set-tin and LOC has been examined (,g. Trotta, 1973;

f'
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Varadli 1974) the effect.of .instruct ion on the LOC of the
.

'Alteakled .reader' has not been adequately reeeirthed,

'

. ResearCk is,:ox, LOE iof interestbeceuee it has been shown

to'.influence an individuel''s self-concept (41.111r, ,1963) and,
,

because pn'research'in the area :.of 't.eading has .been reported

examining this aspect7of,Tole pereeption.

Various kinds of developmental and'Teividial reading

programs have been designed-to help disabled readers (Wellman,

1974L Techant, 1970; DeBoer &Dallman 1965):. Of these programs,

individual goring ,has been shown to be an effective iWitruc-
.

4 0
C

tion/rearn neenvironment and an effectiye remediation technique

got 0vaety. of :reading disabilties,(Harris,& Smith 1972).

Fo. r tilts reasonOthe-instruction set1ting in which LOC .and LOE

. . ,

were studied was the individuallmed ltutorial setting.

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of an
°

reading tutbrielprogram on children's locus of

. , .

>:,("oontrol Wand, 'locus of evaluation..

Recent reseerch has begun to reveal significant.relation-
.

. .

, .

ships between locus of control and 'achievement-(Culve & Morgan,

1977a; Joe, 19712. Thiexesearch indicates that students with,

internal LOC make greater gins in

/students with,external LOC.
4

An explanation of locus of control end why the rationale

for locudf?of evaluation is related to achievement is based on

reading achievement than do
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research of Butterfield (1964) and Rotter (1966). Both of

these researchers define locus of control at4 the intepr4-

tation of reinforcement to or feedback from beitavior. For

'example when a child considers the reinforcement not

:,entirely dependent upon his or her actions or knowledge,

but controlled by other people, luck, or fate, he or she

.categorized with those who tend to be "externally" Controlled..

is

On the other hand, whena child considers the reinforcement

to come as a result of.,-his or her own hehavior ga knoWledge,

he or she tends:to be "internally" controlled (Rotter, 1966)..

As a child'behaves in a particular. way, the respontie t

his actions sets up an expectancy on the part,of the child so'

that similar future behavior reinforced in the same way

'develops increased expectancy. This single example broadens

and is generalized over all of life's experiences so that a

person, tends either to believe there is a casual relationship

betWeen:one's own behavior and the consequences (internal

locus of control) or to believe that there is no dependable

:nor predictable behavior-consequence sequence, and;tie outcome

depends on chance, fate, or action of others (external locus

'of control) .

Phares (1957) and others (Holden & Rotter,, 1962; James &

Rotter, 1958) concluded that when subjects believe that the

task is skill rather than chance (or Imola, the reinforcement

4



has, a greater effect on raising or lowering expectancies

d. for future einf;rcements. Also, the "ikill-believers"

changed their expectancie8more often, as well as tried more

often and for'a longer period of time, t do the task.

'successfully. Indications from the research are that

"subjects who feel they have control of the situation, are

more likely to., exhibit perceptual behavior that gill better

enable them to cope with potentially threatening situations

thap those subjects who feel chance or other noncontrollable

forces' determine whether or not their behavior willbe

successful" (Rotter,. 1968, 8). :When a person believes in

external control.'of,his or her'behavior, past experience is

relied Upon less, he"oi.she learns less, and may learn the

wrong things.
.

EXternal Log is, related to general passivity, and belief

in luck servs to preserve one's self-esteem in the face of.

failure acid curtail sustained endeavor (Rottet, 1166, 3). It

is crucial that a child believe it is vIthin his/her power to

reach goals he/she values, that he/she accept responsibility

for hts/her success or failure, and that he/she persist at

the task (Varadl, 1974). Thus, not only is the reinforcement

important, but whether or not the student feels his/her own.

performance determines *if he/she will or will not be success-
..

ful at the task is deCideOly important.



Recent research hae beguivto-reveal significant re-
e

lationship-between LOC and'reading,achievementACulVer

Morgano..1977b4 Notwiriki EI.StriCkland,1973; Varadi, 1974):

Somestudles support evidence that Teople.who. perceive.

themselves asjiaving more controlo4iver events in their

personalworld spend more time, in intellectual activities

and exhibit more intense interest in academic., pursuits
. .

(joe,'1971) and that LOC is predictive to social behavior,
,

learning performance, and achievtment,relatekattiViries

(Lefcourt, 1968): A logical eltterision would -be to expect

children who are failing or not achieving in school to be

externals. Indeed, Shaw and Uhl (1971) found that the

higherlkhe external score, -the lowet the reading score:

Other studies (Marsh, 1975; M llet, 1963) 'are incon-

sistent with the above,: finding o reliable relationship

between LOC and reading achievementor academic achievement.

s.

However, both studies imply the need for further dimensional

analysis of the internal control condttuct, as in self-

evaluation and acceptance of responsibility.

Locus of evaluation (LOE) is defined as "the extetIt.to
//: .

which an individual has internalized 'a set of siandatds and

values by whiCh to judge his'actions or is depende/ntupon.

some external frame of reference" (Mille, 1963,//3). LOE

and LOCare similar in/that they both are personality



-person

is a diMentlio.#

'environmelit

appears to be related' fo.etlf,- -

Ox gY"gt.

'judgment:, ,/ ani:eValUatioi:.of Oton relative -effect on

control ling his 'or her environment =,

. .

Self - evaluaeio,p)!" (Marsh

1975Y.,

influenci rea4Ing..40ipreniejit i

that children with ",internal LOE..aPpeir to'bthave zirite;:aggres1-

sively and Ifitit leas wifhdrawal than those_w1th.exterdal,

LOE 1983): These characteristics:eie often assoc.4.'

aced with aChieveient; therefore, LOE may eispinfiuende

reading achie#emelit.

Sample

Methodology

.
The -sample consisted of 19 schoOl-age subIeCts (malesand.,

females) enrolled in. an individualized tutorial reading program

,Enrollment Was initiated by parents. The subjects were re-

to the program because of 'various reading disabilities.)

No control over demographic or socioeconoiic,charadteiistics

was possible.

was

At the time of .pretesting, the age'range'mfthe subjects

8 years to 18 years,. The means of Verbal Score,-Performance

or



. .

-.S:coitep.---and .Full Scale .-.Sc.ore..Athe- i.t:
.

lence..Measuri ent....... .... ...........
. . .

IfOr- thee e. .in 't 'as;

for ,diii.0:ii*ive::Statistie for :this::
:- Treatment--

trierke. consisted, Of iltdi140.4:121,;'.eC Olin& tutoring:.'

The time 'fbr each child varied froM;44; 0:-.;.-.4e Signs. :-..Each .-:::
- . . )7 ,1,..: U

- +

session ,o'f f ifty..minutes. varied- in 0:0nteirt,,lan :materiaX..., ..!

characterized. 133-oMet'o-one teaching.f;e4iiiictU,eal..:based2,0n --r
:- : :-.- :. . r "!.::".. ,/.../:,.:',-;:! :' .':' ..;: .. ..'" .,.." . -.".,--

student's individual- reading probleM(4);.:,.,' ." .: ,': : .u- .-:','
,

The teachers were graduate level.; studenti:IllifariaThe

reading'. They participated, in a training ;..session` Led:::hY t
. -.. .

..;
researcher during 'the irst week, of instruction:
'IristrumeatatiOn

Tests u.sed met the specific' criteria set Up:by-a committee
f -researchers-. 5

The We"ch ler intelligence- Scale for Children-Revised

(W/SCR):.waaplised.:05'::determine I,Q scor.es. .The

..

of 'subtests which tap- cognitive "strengths in verbal and nonverbal,

areas. The subtests provide clues to mental abilities that may
be related to reading achievement.

, 4

The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests are standardized silent
-reading tests which -were given to sample reading vocabulary,

to provide an estimate of the ability to read short passages

10



,with-tanderStindini,- and *aitt---)10*,t014

:, . .

read' With meaning.- : Raw- Scores ,swerrilto.iteit-On--Spee4.4

4i4Oricy, Vocabulary, .and- Comprehension -SulitietSStendsrd.
-

:- tzed..scores -Were not _zirsed -since :the. subte.sfir were:.-norm-eil- at-

-and- ,85 for IOC. factor- by CrOnlidet-UPIWfortuls-fOr--10M-oge

... .", ...._ .... --- - ,
... -.- / ._,.:

ahildi'ehifr m a . population..of abled r:eei.dpra-.: : -.. - .-

.. - .-,-.
The MilletAvant Locus. of Eviltatiai-ContrOi a

. _ _ . . .
item- Scale, .yields- reliability, estimate* of

Tams. tests. (See detailed' Appesdix:.)_ - Each subitcale contains.

items- which Specifically relate =to acadeMice or beliefs about

170ading.ilenCforh, the two 4ubscale*..will .be designatea.a1%

::MaA-teE (locus of eyaluStion)-:s7d -(locus Of:control).
-a

LO.C..iteMs .are- included with LOE on the -tet;.-4ifidultaneously
, .

.- .-. . . - , .....

.
. . .

measuring both constructs: Item. nUMbsis preceded. bY "E"-%
... . . ..- -

./...
. .

'indicate external scoring if the item -is answered "yeS1,";.

. ,indicate--.-external;
-

item numbers Preteded by "I" .indicat...external: scoring. if

....item is -answered nor The test - is -keyeVitt the external
. .

The Norwicki-Stricklan Locusof -control -Scale, .a fort/

. -
- -

item scale, has reported Sprit-lidlf relia-bility,-estimatei of
_

.63 for grades 3-5; .68 far giades 6-8; and .81 Tor _grades

9-11 (Norwicki & Strickland, 1973). The iteMs, on. the iSiOC

are answered either "y

direction..6

4.

4
and keyed1-111:_the external



:.e t ratic e ind iv Id tie-1-i Zed! ead ng; - tutorial
.

:program- in September; 197 a4mtn tered
7(19-78) , the.-:14IS.C-71. (1 4)

and the Aptfiopria4e thel.Gate6,-MacGinitie 'Reitat.nk

Tests, (19-65) not intotined
.. . .that.: they ..-parti'oipated in a special study,' but that infor7

nation WW.ilelpfUl.-to the'-;tutors Parents, howve:, had
f farms applying for entrance into the programind
giving=-pertinent background information.

All childr n received :one-to-one reading tutoring,
50rminutes" per session,: tWo to five times a week far.. twelve

weeks.
. The sessions for each child varied in content.: and

materia4is , were_ characterized by suggested- teaching
.- - ,

S.

teCtiniques03 and, .based the-Aild's areas of interest. .At
-

end:_af ti#61-re" weeks, every ctills1 was readininistered the MtA-1;0E-C,-

the gSLOC, and: A. parallel form cif the Gates -MacGinitie heading

s
,' Hypotheses'

o *lei to examine the influence of reading achievement

d'n LOC. and °' LOB,, hypotheses 3. and 2 were !tested:
40. -, ,

There is no significant dependency of

pOsttreatment 'LOO 707,,ptettoatiiiki.t reading

..ficii.ievement of :disabled...readers..



here is nosignificaht dependency of
, ,,

i)osttreStment LOE ion pretreatment reading,

achtevement of disabled readers.

These hypothessi

analysis.

4

. using simple regression

',
In order tq examine the effect of a tutorial ieaniag

treatment'on LOC and LOE, hypotheses.,3 and 4 were tested:

H3 Posttreatment LOC will:he equal to or greater

than (more external than) pretreatment LOC.

H4 Posttreatment LOE will be equal.to or greater

than (more external than) pretreatment LOE.
-4

Thefivohypotheses were tested using a t test for dependent

samples.,

Results

,
Hypothesis One

Simple regression analyses were used toinveatigate the

dependency of the LOC componenton four areas of reading,

achievement, speed, accuracy, vocabulary, and comprehension.

Results indicate that increase of reading speed and reading

accuracy are associated with moement. toWards internal LOC

(Tdble 1). Speed, when regressed olIVC, was amt0,1112111.gant;

however', accuracy predicted significant increase toward.

internal LOC. Thus, disabled readers tend to' be more internally

controlled as their skill of accuracy increases. Hence,

Hypothesis 1 is rejected.

1,)
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Insert Table 1 about here

Hypothesis Two ..

In the regression of LOP on each of the foui.reading

skills, a'no significant derfi...,

Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is accepted

Hypothesis Three

-T ;
reported (se7e Table 1).

az,"
Pretreatment LOC scores indicate that the students were

below the mean of both scales (NSLOC and.M-A-LOC), suggesting

internality of this particular student group (Table 2)..

Results of the t. test,between pre- and yost-LOC(as

measured oeitherLOC instrument) Indicate that the scores

were not signific'Antly different after treataInt (see Table 2)..

Therefore, Hypothesis 3 is accepted.

Insert Table 2 about here

Hypathesis.Four,

As with the LOC measures, pretreatment LOE scores of

this student gxoupwere also below the can (Table 2).

Thus, this group tended to,be internal on this dimension as well.

The t test indicates that LOE scores were not signific,antly

different. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is accepted.

it



Discussion

oof'
AlthOugh a di rence in either LOC and LOE was not

significant afte treatment, these results, support recent

c

defined as (1) individuals' awaredess

research that)reading _comprehension' is significantly related

- to LOC when LOC is

of their abilit- -P,trol their personal environment and,

(2),their ac ,f the responsibility of their successes

and failures,- and whed LOC is measueed, by the. NSLOC (Table

Insert Table 3 about here

----- -There is enough unshared variance between comprithensibm
, ! 0

, and M-A-LOC, as well as between comprehenpion indli7A=LOE%

lf
to'explain wipy they are not related. M-A-LOE-C has reading

%o
.

items .included in the scale. Disabled veitters' attitudes or
. 0 N ,.

perceived abilittea regarding eCreading skill such 's speed,
..

accuracy, vocabulary, or comprehension may-'nbt be their true

ability to perform Ain'thatskill_area. They may believe they

perform better than theq actually do, or vice versa,:

The resdlti of this research indicate that Land
(

are relatively stable over,the 12-Week period of one-to-one'

tutoring (Table 4).

Inberc Table 4 about here

15
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r
It seems reasonable to examine the'efiect of. time on.,

f 1 4.
:

the outcome measures since the amount of time Spent. in

° sessions of individual instruction varied with each''stuaent,

from 400 minuxs to2750 minutes. Results levealed that
,~ v

comprehension was the only variable which wde related t
_ /'

.

time (Table 5), and, more concentrated time did not appear, to.
-

of variables.

0 .

Itisert Table '5 aboutAtere

.HoweVer,
A

both age

the optcdme measures.
.*

and ,intelligencedid appear to influence

4\

Indeed, ageand LOQ were negatively

correlated (Table 6).- The correlation, between aga,,And compre-
.

hension Waa-ligniblicant'and positive (Table 6). Thue .older

students tended to be more internal and to comprehend better
, . . .

_.than didthe younger students.

Insert-Table 6 about here
o

Correlation coefficients of the noncognitive variables
4

.and IQ relieal that' IOE is the only which is significantly

infl eyed by IQ,(Ta.ble 7). ,tisabled +readers with higher

-P/er4Ormance and Full Scale scores .appear fo evalOte their

/actions by more

wet IQ scores.

internal standards-or values than those with

1Gi

1
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.

/

nsert Table about h5re
0-

'Conclusions
12

15

After'exaMi tng the influence of"reacting chieveMeft on

LOC andAV, the resarcher concludes that an incre,aze$1.n...

reading acciitacy ill likely to inflgence internal.LOC. -That

is to say, of =lt3ents become more accurate. in, reading, they

probably wil Decome mare' aware ut their responsibility for
. ,

their behavior or actions. Findings:also suggest LOE is not

influenced by increased ability to read.:,

Blroadly, the resultsof this study suggest that students

-whiS are disabled readers vary in levels of LOC and LOE. ,Upon`

entering the program of individual reading instruction, the

students as a gr:oup were below the mean of all-three affective

"measurements which were scored in terms of externality. These

(students appeared to evaluate.their actions by internal values

Ant to believe in internal control of reinforcement.

At the end ofthe 12-week program of individualized

reading instruction, there was a significant- relationship.

,

between LOC and comprehensian. There was a change in the

appropriate direction (movement towards Internality) of both

LOC and LOE by the end o Instruction, although the change

was not significantly different. This study concludes that

17
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,.
teading.,att

S

.

udes and-ieeding alrilitdes.are not ,easily not.. -

h

' 16

a

9

quZ4ly changed:4,-

Limitations,/

Any specific learning situati6nAccurs-wahin thp context ,

lager learning environment.. It yak expeCted that the

laiger saool setting and home environment had an impact on

the exper'im'ent;experim'ent; the.cfitldren came from different epvironmental

here are a number of complicati variables to considex
r

;J.ngltding sex, race, and socio- economic status, when inyeati-
..

1 /g4ing cp.ildrens' behaviors. Related conditions sucha4

parental characteristics and child-rearing practices may. have' ,

been 14mitations to the outcome of the pFesent, research.

Obviously, the nature of the samp4,0 would limit generalizing
I

in thit study. Imotional-faCtors which are present in children

who are unsuccessful, an&failing may confound attention,

°motivation, concentration, and willingness to cooperate,

In 'addition; the length of instruction (12 weeks) may be

too short to obtain reliable measures on the dependent,

variables LOC, LOE, and the four tested.reading

'longer \period of time may be necessary to observe a change, in

readers who have Aeficits in fundamentals ofreading and who

often have poor self-concepts and lack self-confidence.

a
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List, the' Gates-MacGihitie Reading Tests was choisen to

assess- reading abilities becaupe it contains four independent

areas of reading, it is well licceptecrin the field of. reading,

and it meets the criteria set up for testing instruments'.5

Nevertheless, a limitation to the use of this test appears to

be that it may not test some basic skills which were improNeecE

urn, such as sight words, phonic13, structural &al,sis, oral

reading, and fundamental letter-sound associations.

Implications for Further Research ,

This study supports research which suggests that LOC is

4 important factor in determihing reading achievement; thus:

(1) Further research may reveal whether or not individ \al

instruction changes LOC and/or LOE for' disabled readers if the

'.program is longer than 12 weeks. Since LOE anrt time correlated

with comprehension, further assessment of this noncognitive

construct seems appropriate within a longer time frame:

(2) Further analysis of the multidimensional aspects of the

internal control construct is called to @nable teachers as

well as researchers to work more effectively w th diAabled

readers. The reliability of the relationship Between,LOC, LOE,

and reading would justify modification of teaching strategies to

help a student's role perceptionas well as reading skills: and

(3) Finally, continued research with the M- A -LOE -C may

provide additional insight into the personality construct of ,

1;)
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.childrin.with reading disabilities, and research findings

may lead :educators. to carefully consider these constructs

in designingand evaluating remedial readihg programs.

I ;
-op
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FoOtnotes

'Students who had .serious discrepancies between their

reading ability as measure&-by a combination of_reading teats.

scores and their readIfing potential as measured by intelligence

tests were consideied disabled raders:'*

2Individuaized tutoring was selected becaude it is

effective in producing a change toward internal LOC (McWiliiaps

& McWilliams, 1976). Most of the reported studies which'

e xamined LOC and reading achievement were in traditional learning,
I

environments such as one-to-many (one teacher with many children)
P

instructional situations. However, one stu4y compared traditional

and olie 'classrooms (Trotta, 1975). It showed that the more-,

defined structure of the traditional classroom supplied students'
,

in grades 3 through 5 with a gieater sense of internal. conttyl
,

_

. -

and responsibility for their achievements than those students -

r. . "-7'', .

in the open classroom. No significant .differences wereqound On
,.

measures of reading achievement in Trottes research (1975).
,..

3Suggested teaching techniques include: (1) -Teacher's will
.

. t.

use game-like activities with highrinterest, low-vocabulary

reading:materials, based on the student's identified interest

areas. (2) Teabher will give students immediate feedback, an

,

abundance of immediate positive reinforcemdnt, encouragement

to persist, and concentrated attenlion in the- area of individual



reading difficulty. (3):Teachers,.through conversation and.

actiOne, will consciously reinforce internallycOttrolled,

behaviors, beginning, if necessary, with delf-aWareness, and

lead students to believe they themselves'have much influence

over their own learning. Teachers.will also iesd the

students to evaluate their own influence. (5).TeacherS Will

minimize anxiety over failure by assuring small successes

which build upon each other towardOrealistic gbal. (6) Upon

completion df a task, no matter how small, teachers will give,
4 t

generous,praise. (7) Teachers willmake students aware of what

is expected of them; make tasks graduated, Sequenced ,.and

capable of mastery .by the student--withou't a time .limit for

completion or accomplishment; consider the student's opinions

in decision-making exercises; ask for reasons and discuss,

hypothetical situations according to, responses. (8) Teachers

will be cautioned not to reject answers as."wrong" but work

to enable each student to believe what he thinks has dignity

and worth.

V

4Teachers' trainingpincluded:

I. Discussion of 'objectives

A.:To reinforce internaliy-controlled behaviors.

B. To lead students to believe they themselves

have much influence over their owla lear'ning.

. G. To hcip aLudeots accept per final responsibility

iocAheir auct-ead or failure.

2j
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Discusiipnof stratIgies and techniques.'

III Suggestion-of-further reading materials:

-R, 61,Pmlomares.,Methods in

development. El Cajon, Cal,: Rumen

Training Institute, 1972.
, .

Castillo, G. A.°Left handed. teaching.`

Develo#Ment

New York:

Praeger, 1974.

'Greer, Mar aret: Affective growth through reading..a:

The Reading Teacher J972, 25, 336-341.

Lederman, J. Anger and the-reciking ch:it. New

York: Harper & Row, 1969.

Quandt, I. Teaching'read-ing: A human process.

-
. )* . ,

.

IV Discussion of questions regarding interrelationship
k

of cognitive (reading) and.affective (locue of
/'

Chicago: Rand McNally, 1977.

Control) development.
b

,A. Do our' program .(individual tutoring)

characteristics influence simultaneously botI

cognitive,and affective development?

B. Does ,cognitive, development influence affective

development?

C.DoeEraffeCtive development produce changes in

. cognitive:4evelopment?

27
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.

.11 Discussion of program characteristics.

A. EmphaSis o0 individuality.

.B. Immidiatt positive.reinforcement.

C. Concentrated,,attention'to individual deviation.

D. Element of enjoyment: Games, fun.

E. Cognitively: Student receives immediate corre±tion

for errors and is provided information.

F. Affectively: Student receives immediate praise

for success, encouragement to persiit, and

acknowledgment that success was due to his

behayior or action.

5Eight criteria for testing _instruments have been set up by,

a committee of researchers (Melaragno, 1976):

(1) Validity and reliability must be acceptable-contruct.

(2) Interpretability: Test must be easy to interpret.

(3) Age appropriateness: Test must be valid for all ages

in the study.

(4) Administration ease: est must be-given under normal

testing circumstttnces at the reading center.

(5) Scoring ease: Test must be easy to score manually.

(6) Minimal response bias: Test eliminates tendency of

younger children 6 give socially acceptable answers.,

S7) Commonality across grade: Test must have pararlrel
,

.1

'forms of same test.

23
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J

(8) Brief testing time: Test must be given under

normal:testing time at the reading denter.

6Rscommeddations are made regarding the administration o

both affective scaleir

(1) Read all instructions to-?all students to assess

affective dimensions without conti ition-by,reading

(.2) Measure affective ,behavior befokiplsuring cognitiv*

behivioi so as to eliminate any fr4stration, or' negative

attitide:that may be'expressed after,an'achievement,test

experience.

.(3) Measure student's sense of change o ver tile.

vaeions
.

and questions of tutors should be noted to indicate.

extent .to which student was aware of improvement in skills

changes in attitude and feelings.
. 6

"(4) Provide a copy of the LOC, and LOB instruments for

the student to follow as the testor reads7items aloud.

7Simple regression analyses areNappropriate in this

and

instance as the intracorrelations'of the'four measures o'f

reading achievement, i.e. speed, accuracy, vocabulary, and

imprehension, are not significant.
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Appendix'

The Development of the

MIlier-Avatt LOcus of Evaluation-Control Scale
r

In this section 'a description of the/development of the
.

i

instrument, the Miller7Avant Locus of Rvaluation,Control-

(M- A- LOE -C), will be given.Researc specifically relate
17,

N
to this instrument will be discussed..

Reading and Locus of Control

Research studies support the bell f. that improved reading

1are directly related to scademI achievement, role

perCeption, and self-concept (Culver & Morgan, 1977; Ekwall,

1973; Wilson, 1972; Stauffer; 1976). There Is fu her evidence

that self-concept and sense of control are preitictorw-oi school

success orfailure (Miller & Mbocki- 1973),.

A-stgdenes.sense of control: events in his orher

'.1ife,MaylboWtINed WY-that student as Aependent on his or her

'fitpetiI4Vnt bitairi.Or : Slay 40 ,:internal ;locus of -control.
i.,,:.,\.'''-' k ; - to .. .:

GPM:. 1,'4LA ,s4Adett."-'s belief,. that events.. in his or` her life
.e, ,:,

0, ,t ...,r. ,..,
/.1141r, chance, or other` ktdividuAls'is

c-

. . ,,,,2

cons, 4 letSA4-10cus of control. ,c

.1-

C esiderabl4 research has been accomplished in developing
. ,.

an Instrnment to measure ldren's lOcus of ciontrS1 (NOrwicki

& Strickland, 1973; Miller,'1963), but n teported studies
. -
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4 / .

attempted to develop a specific instrument to assess

childrigp'S beliefs in reinforceient in reading achievement

situations.

Reading. and Locus of Evaluation

Sebeson (Ekwall, 1973) relates self-esteem and reading

'disabilities: "'Reading, because of its importance in Society,

assumes great importance as a developmental task, and failure

to :meter it may interfere with the development of a child's

self-esteem." in,addition, Marsh (1975) assumes the

importance of a child's self esteem. and self-eValuation of

his or her own relative effec on controlling. his or, her

environment.

The internalizing of or values by which a.

person evaluates his actions is internal locis of evaluation

(LOE). The dependency of a person on an external frame of

reference is external LOE.

Little evidence exists ,or LOE's relation to,academic

achievement.- Although. Miller (19$3) 'repoftsytof the development

of an instrument which measures a person's evalaation of his

role in the environment, no reported studies attempted to

develop a specific inftrument. to. assess LOE in reading

achievement situations.

There is a need for an instrument which incorporates

the measurement of LOC and LOE in reading achAevement

at



situations to enable researchers to study the relation-14

ship'orreading achievement, LOC, and LOE. Therefore,.

the purpose of -this study is to produce' a reliable

'initrumen which aseesseS simultaneouily children's LOC.
7 -

and.L0E, as well'as.beliefs in reinforcement in reading

achievement Situations

Method

The M4Aler-Avant Locus of Evaluation-Control (4-A-Log-c)

scale is a 46-sik item measure which is derived fiot the

Children's Locus of Evaluation-Control teloped by Miller/7'

(1963?.

Initially, 72 items were ,constructed: 2C LOE items,

21 LOC items,; 12 LOE with readkng,-and 12 LOC with reading.

The items were readible at fifth =sixth grade level; however,

administrator vas to read. all items orally to eliminate

_possible cause of mis /nterpretation forNdisatle(1,teadera.

The control items are odd-numbered items; the evaluation
4

items are even-numhered.items. "Ewe ."I" before the

numbers indicate "externality" ortIntersality,".respectively,

if that,itei is answered "Yes." 'The )j-A-LOE 7C.ts scored in

the direction of externality. The paper and pencil test

was givA;luy a group of 4th, 5th, and 6th grade boys and

girls (N .'30) in a private school of a metropolitan city.
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Results aneDiscussion

7' Examination of the- &temh.total correlations revealed

items with low or negative correlations. Those were

deleted and. 46 items remained in the final scalewhich

was to be used in further research. The biserial item,

',correlations are in parentheses aftet each item of the

test. The amen for, the M-A-LOE 22,-itei scale is 6.67

(ED3.8f):', The mean for the M-A-LOC 24.iteli.scale is 8.17

-(81085.19.

'Reliability estimates of internal consistency of

the scale are .76 eor the LOE'factot and -.65 for 61.6 LOC

factor by Cronbach's Alpha formula for homogeneous tests.

Correlations Of the revised or.item M-A-L0E-C and
% -

tliNofsiicki-Strickland Locus-of Control (NSLOC) were

computed to investigate the construct validation using a

sample of disabled re,ders (N19), In TLable 3 a clear

relationship is shown., , teht-retest' sampled at

a 12-MgekTinterNial (Table OT show LaignificaOt correlationi,

between each measure, LOE and LOC, as Well,as NSLOC. This.

is not true test-retest reliabilities because of the

intetvention of reading instruction during the. ,12-weeks;
fi.

however, relationship can be established frOm this

evideOce:



(

Insert Table 8 about here 0/

-Regression analyses indicate that.poOtest LOC scores
i

.'"can be predicted from pretest scores using either'NSLOC or
.

.

M.4-LOC. Post LOE scores can be predicted as well,Using

the M-A-LOE (Table 4). It is thought that role perception

varies in degree frok person to person and even with the ,

-gape person from time to time, and in.differen'teituatio s...

However, the present 12weekexperiment revealed, that LOC
. :

coand LOE'as. measUred by M- A -LOE -C remained relatively

stable over that period- of time (Table 4).

Conclusions

This' study presents a revision of Miller! 4 CLOE-C,.

a' measure of generalized loC4b. of control and locus of

evaluation for children. Research supports the ;Validity'

aidreliabilityqf the new measure Mille -Avalt Lqcus.
v

of Evaluation- Control' '''.The'he Uniqueness of the M,A-LOE -C

.scale is that it simultaneously assesses LOE, LOC, and

beliefs in reinforcement.in reading achievement situations.

.Continued research with the instrument over a wide range

of subjects and dariahles willprovide additional construct

validition. . SubSequenCly. additional knowledge-may enable.

esearchers and teachers to learnlarre about reading
A °

4
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Miller-Avant Locus of Evaluation-Control

!Directions: This is not a test. The questions on the

folEowing pages'are to find out how people your age feel
4

about a certain thing, There are no right or wrong answers,i

Some people will answer a question "Yes," while other
. ,

,
people Will. answer the same question "No." Your answer

will depend on how you feel about the question.
.

Read each question carefully; then if you think the answer

shOUld,be "Yes," or mostly "Yes" for you, mark your answer

On the answer sheet in the "Yes" column. If you think. the

answer should be "No" or mostly "No" for mougpmark your

Answer on the answer 'sheet in the "No" column. You must

answer each question. 11
I

Examples:

. P

A. , Are all.dogo black?

B. Do most cats like milk? B. 4 0

Read the question; then find the same number on your

answer sheet. If you think the answer should be marked

"Yes," black in the cfrcle in the "Yes" column. If you

On Your.Answer4Sheet

Yes No
p -

, 0-
/a

. think the answer should be marked N ,7 'black in the circle;

in the 'No" 'column:
.

Please do no mark onyour question sheets.

35



Can yOu. usually do something-nbn4t it when Someone

gets made at you? (.37)

. Is.the 'best comparisonjor deci&ing if you're doing

'well ,the comparison .you make. with yourself? (.21)
a

I3. Can you usually make the others stop if they're

doIng something you don'tilike?

4. Is it best to aik the other kids who does the hest

work in class? (.30)

5. Do you feel you can do nothing. about your, ability
T.

.to read-? (.49) ,

.

6. Is it best to ask other kids w the best reader

in the plasi? (.44)

7. Do you Teel that you have really.little'choice,iin

who are going to be yOur friends? (.22),

. Do you usually_depend-on others to decide what

the.,b'est,to:spetd r4stdingl.[`611T4

9.
z

Do you usually think you have little choice!

books you read? (,22)

E 10. Do you feel that talkingabon4 what's right only

makes it hard to oldebideT (.14)

E 11. Do yOu usually feel that..there's not mUillyou .can

0, about .it when your friend gets mad at you? (.36)

1-1 . Is it difficult for you to tell if you ve done

11

a good Job? (.45)

0 36



E 13.

1,11.

E 15.

E 16.

I 17.

E 18.

.

Does it seem like the other kids never iendgraiind

your ideas.and it's imposaible to explaii theist:,

(.52)

Would you rather not b -the umpire or referee

berause it's hard to decide who's, right? (49)

Even if y k thew) is it hard to get people. to

let you read What-you, t to? L'23)

Is it impOrtant-that ers think you area good

readet? (.17)

Can a child your' ever have his own way? (.55)

Is it important w t others think about you and

what you do? (.31

E 19..Do- others usually make you do what they want to doi

628),'(7

E 20. Are thetother kids better judges of the beat

- -
OlayersCwhen.eyerione.:18-:playidua game? ..(.47)

E 21. Do you feel that you don't have a chance tO.m

up your own mind? (.53)

. Are other kids better judges than you are of who

the best Feader in Ile:Class?'(.33)

E 23. Do you feeltyoli don't have a choice'about the amount;

of time you spend. reeding? (.43)

Do you feel that knOwing if you've dente well

depends on what othe.s think? (.57)

3'7



I 25.

E 26.

E 27.

If

do anything'about it? (.32)

another student was going to hit'you,
4.

Is it difficult 6o-tell 'if you've done

you find out what- others think? (.21)

Does it seem Like its hard o explain to the other

kidi how you.feel about reading? (.29)

poorly until

E-28. Do you worry about whatfotherS think :of your ability;

to read or Write? '(.55)

I 29. Can you ever try to be friends with inbther kid

even iI he doesn't, want to? (.72)
is

1 30. Do you usually make up' your mind without asking

E 31.

someonefirst? (.26)

Does,it seem like other peiiple never teat the boOk
,

you.suggest?

E 32. When ere's an argument about the right answer t

question in a reading assignment, do ybu usually

giVe in because other lids knOw.best? (.40).

E 33. Does it seem like other: people will never do the

'things you want them to? (.54)

E 34. Do yoU have trouble making up your mind about the..

best book to read? (.24)

I 35. Qin yoqUsually get the.kids to play the. game that

you want' them to? .(.39)

E 36. When you do something*, do you find it'hard- to!tell

if it's right or wrong ?. (.49) 1

38
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B 37. On the dayi you read pr write well, ii it because

of good .luck? (.22)
. .

38. Wheniyou ansiw a Auestion about .what you've read,

do you find it hard to tell if it's right or

wrong until isomeoneelse Lives -the answer? (.16)

I 39, Can you usually ,get the kidS to like""koui (.53)'

.E 40. - Do you have trouble making .up your Mind about- the

best thing to do? (.28)

E 41.. Even if you ask them, is it hard to, get people

do -things for you? (.'54)

e'

E 42. Whe9 there's an argument aboht the right thing to

'.do, 'do you ugual:ly give in -because_ the Other kidi

kno4' best? (.49)

.

I 43. Kids your age can never change. things /that are
A

. ),
happening in the worlA , can they? (.38)

,

E 44. -Do. you find it's hard to get along without worrying

about what others think? (.21)
1

E 45. Do you feel: that no matter what happens tomorrow

ther,e's nothing yciu can do abht it? (.43)

E 46. Do you usually make up your minx without asking
. .

. 1.0.

someone first? (.26) ,
.

A . si.(tf.
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-4 table 1

'Itegrepti6n Data

f
POittest Personality Variables

N19 NSLOO M-A=LOE

.Prettst_Skille r b a .:1v r ..b

-;-114. .

Speed.. .-.47 "-48. 3..14. -.36 7.32

Accuracy -.66*
t

-.60 05* =7;41.

Vocabulary .09 .72 .16 -;13 -.92

ftceprehessiou. -.37 -.14 2.76. .02 _.85

At . I.) : Fr...

1.34 =:54* -.47.4:50.

4.25,, -.64** -.60 p.81*

.28 -.07 -.45 .08:
1

.01 .

or

--Z,
i!

* p . 05

** . 01

-



pl'able 2

Means and Standard Devia ions

N-19 Pretreatment

Variables SD

NSLOC 14.21 5.08

WA-LOr 6.95 3.39

NI-A-LOC 7.52 3 85

Speed 17.08 4.55

Accuracy 16.23 4.28

Vocabulary. 30.14 6.04

Comprehension 32.68 12.25

Verbal IQ 101.26 14.06

Performance IQ 103.89 11.82

Full Scale IQ 102.84 13.21

Age 11.95 3.05

Postttea

121.89 4.59 -1.57

6.32 4.40 .71

4.01 -1 336.11 .

19.67 7.46 1.37

17.75 5.56 1.01

31.05 6.48 .22

33.53 11.85 .57

k41
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Table 3

Correlation Coefficients of

--Posttest Variables with Posttest Variables'

I

11 19., Variables

Viriabia M4r 44-A-0E M -A-LOC Speed Accuracy Vocabulary Comprehension
,

NSLOC .34 .66*** .15 .01 .31 -.49*

M -A -LOE 1.00 .62** .36 .12 .25 .11

N-AA0C 1.00 .25 .09 .32 -.18\\

Spied 1.00 .88*** -.19 -.03

,,-

Accuricy . 1.00 .09( ..25

VfiCabulary 1.00 .25

12. (.05

**E 01

***2

411
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Table 4

.

Regression of Posttest LOE an LOG

with Pretest LOE and LOC

'N is is 19 Statistics

Variables

NSLOC

N-A-Log

it-A-LOC

r b

.72***

.53**

.87***

.4

.65, 17.99***

.69

.91 51t.91***

2. x.05

2 <.01

2 <.001

4 3

S
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Table 5

Regression of Posttepts with Time

. ;

N 19 SD

Title 1 133'6.15

41

892..86

Variables , Statistics

r b F'

NSLOC -.19 -ITO° .66

M-A-LOE' -.04 .02

M -A -LOC -.01 -.39 .001

Speed -.20' -.17 .41

Accuracy -.24 -.15 .59

Vocabulary .25 .18
-

Comprehension .39* .52 3.07

*p(05
'recorded in minutes

o

t ;
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Table 6

Simple Regression of Posttest L p and
\,

Comprehension wit. Age

N's 19 NSLOC Comprehension.

r r b

Age 0,-.51*.-, -.76 -5.81*: .75*** , 2.91 21.74***

,*
* * *

2 .0...5

<001

ti
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Table 7

Correlation Coefficients of IQ

and Posttreatment Variables

N .5.19 IQ measured by WI.SC-L/-

Posttreatment Variables Verbal PerforMance Jun

OCNSLOC

M-A-LOE

M -A -LOC

Speed

Accuracy

Vocabulary

,Comp_rehension

-.25

-.26

-.15

'-.18

.05

-.02

.14

*.

-.. .35

',-.54**

-.29

-.50*

-.15

.10

.28

44
-.31

, -.39*

-:21 .

-1

-.34

- -.04

.02

.23

Regression of LOE with IQ
.1 .

11M-ALOE
r

-.54**
b

-.20
F

6.96*

elQ

4
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-Ns" Table 8

CorrelatiOn.Coefficients of

PostteS5,Variables4 with Pretest Variables

19: Age and Pretest Noncognitive Variables

Aje NSLOC M-A-10C.

Posttests

-.51*. ,72* **
f

.46* .74***NSLOC
,

M-A-LOE- .03 .38* .53** .56**

M-A-LOC -.32 .61**, .46* .87***

Speed .09 .45 .40 a .06

.

Accurcy .17 ,.12 .21 -.04

Vocabulary ' -.04 -.03 .09 .25

Comprehension .75*** -.42* -.27 -.33

Pretest Cognitive Variables

Sneed Accuracy Vocahufary Comprehension

NSLOC -.47 -.56* .10 -.37

M-A-LOE -.33 -.41 -.13 .02

M-A-LOC -.54* -.64** -,07 -.08

Speed .14 .04 -.61* -.12

Accuracy .14 .10 -.34 .22

Vocisbliary -.19 -.04 .50* -.12

Comprehension .29 .41 .25 .70***

*24!.05

**2 <'.01

***2 <.001


